HEAVY DUTY BRASS HAND TURNING UNION ASSEMBLY PER PLAN OR SPECIAL PROVISIONS

GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE SIZE PER PLAN

GALVANIZED STEEL ANCHOR RING PER STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS SECTION 308-3.5.4(c)

IF LINE FROM VALVE IS P.V.C. USE SCHEDULE 40 PVC SLIP-THREAD MALE CONNECTION AS SHOWN. IF LINE IS GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE CONNECT DIRECTLY TO ELL:

LINE FROM VALVE -

IF LINE FROM VALVE IS P.V.C. USE SCHEDULE 40 PVC SLIP-THREAD MALE CONNECTION AS SHOWN. IF LINE IS GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE CONNECT DIRECTLY TO ELL:

GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE

TEE OR 90° ELL AS REQUIRED

TEE OR 90° ELL AS REQUIRED

GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE

NOTE:
1. SEE PLANS FOR PIPE SIZE, NOZZLE TYPE AND ON-CENTER SPACING. EXCEPT AS NOTED PIPE AND FITTINGS SHALL BE GALVANIZED STEEL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS SECTION 308-2.
2. INSTALL RISERS AND PIPE STAKES PERPENDICULAR TO FINISH GRADE.
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